INTRODUCTION
Studies on spatio-temporal phenomena observed from mupled chaotic networks, namely coupled systems of many chaotic cells, are classified into two categories; namely discrete time systems and continuous time systems. For discrete time systems Kaneko's coupled map lattice is the most interesting and well-studied system [I]. He discovered various nonlinear spatiotemporal chaotic phenomena such as clustering, Brownian motion of defect and so on. Also Aihara's chaos neural network is the most important chaotic network from an engineering point of view [2] . His study indicated new possibility of engineering applications of chaotic networks, namely dynamical search of patterns embedded in neural networks utilizing chaotic wandcring. Further, application of chaos neural network to optimization problems is widely studied. However, for continuous time systems there have been few studies on spatial patterns observed after vanishing the effect of initial patterns. Therefore, in order to fill the gap between the studies of discrete-time mathematical abstract and studies of continuous-time real physical systems, it is important to investigate simple continuoustime coupled chaotic circuits networks generating clustering or pattern switching phenomenon.
We have proposed a continuous-time coupled chaotic circuits network [3]-[6] and have reported generating spatial patterns, irregular self-switching phenomenon of spatial patterns, pattern control and so on. The important feature of our chaotic network is its coupling-structure. Namely adjacent four chaotic circuits are coupled by one resistor. Because such a coupling exhibited quasi-synchronization with phase difference [7] , various spatial patterns could be generated in the chaotic network. Therefore, the network would be a good model to make clear physical mechanism of spatio-temporal chaotic phenomena in continuoustime systems. However, chaotic wandering phenomena of phase patterns observed from a relatively larger size of the network has not been investigated.
In this study, we investigate chaotic wandering phenomena of spatial patterns characterized by phasc differences in the coupled chaotic circuits network with 10x10 size. Snapshots of the Poincark map tell how 0-7803-5471-0/99/$10.0001999 IEEE saitchings of phase states start and spread over the network. Further, we can show that an independent angular variables derived from higher-dimensional Poincark map can be effectively utilized in order to check the switching of phase states around coupling resistors. is almost on -45' line, zm,n is almost synchronized to zl,l with 7r phase difference. If the attractor is almost on a circle, the phase sift is f90'. In Fig. 2 we can see that four phase synchronizations around coupling resistors can generate spatial patterns. Under the assumption that four-phase synchronizations are generated around all coupling resistors, we can prove that the number of phase patterns appearing in NI xN2 network is 6 (2"1-2 + 2N2-2 -1). This means that 10x10 network can generate 3,066 different frozen spatial patterns and that 20x20 network generates 3,145,722 patterns.
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Further, by tuning coupling parameter, we can observe chaotic wandering phenomenon of phase patterns in the network. In order t o investigate how switchings of phase states start and spread over the network, we define the Poincark section a5 z1,l = 0 and XI,]. < 0. -z,,,,,,) planes, which corresponds to the result in Fig. 2 . Because the chaotic attractor observed from each subcircuit is strongly constrained onto the (z -z)
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plane when the diode is off, this figure almost come sponds to the phase differences between the subcircuit located ( 1 , l ) and the others.
Fig
. 3 Poincare map of the phase pattern in Fig. 2 (7=0.30). By computer simulations we found two critical coupling parameter values -ycl and yc2 at which observed phenomena change qualitatively. Namely, for y < -ycl z 0.15, in-and opposite-phases synchronizations [3] as well as four-phase synchronizations are included in frozen patterns. Fig. 4 shows an exa of such frozen patterns. Four-phase synchroniza are observed around coupling resistors indicated while in-and opposite-phases synchronizations a1 served around coupling resistors indicated as 0 .
tmple ttions as 0 , se obFor
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Fig. 5 Chaotic wandering of phase patterns.
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this parameter range spatial patterns including only four-phase synchronizations as Fig. 3 are also stable. Hence, if we give random initial conditions for the network, phase states settle down t o one of a number of stable frozen patterns. For 7cl < 7 < yc2 N 0.38, inand opposite-phases synchronizations become unstable. If we give initial conditions corresponding to Fig. 4 , the initial spatial pattern changes and will settles down tooneof 6(2N1-2+2N2-2-1) spatial patterns after unpredicted chaotic wandering. For 7~2 < 7, four-phase synchronizations also become unstable and no stable spatial patterns exist. Different spatial patterns appear but they disappear after a while. For relatively larger value of 7, well-organized frozen patterns are rarely observed. In this case we can always find some partlydisturbed areas in the network. Though the area may be well-organized after a while, another area will starts to stir. Snapshots of the Poincark map can show how switchings of phase states start and spread over the network. Fig. 5 shows a switching originated at (1,s) generates turbulence along the edge of the network. Finally, in order to get information of switchings of local phase patterns, we define the following independent variables from the discrete data of Zm,n and zm,n on the Poincar6 map.
By using these dependent angular variables, we can count the number of switching generated around all coupling resistors. In Fig. 6 the depth of gray at a position denotes switching number during 10,000 iterations of the Poincarb map around the coupling resistor at the position. These data are utilized for statistical analysis of the chaotic wandering phenomenon.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have investigated chaotic wandering phenomena of spatial pat terns characterized by phase differences in a coupled chaotic circuits network. We showed that independent angular variables derived from higher-dimensional Poincarb map could be effectively utilized to check the switchings of phase states.
